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PREFACE
The Dragon is Alive
The Dragon of moral impurity is alive and well.
This great enemy of every man and woman is powerful,
destructive, and to those in his hold, seemingly invincible.
The danger the Dragon poses to a person is both real
and frightening. The Dragon’s attacks on his victims may
come at any time of the day or night. Often, however,
his favorite targets are found most susceptible in the evening.
And they are almost always alone.
Many casualties have piled up over the years from the
Dragon’s attacks. Strewn about his lair are the remains of
many marriages—destroyed by the Dragon’s presence and
activity in one or the other’s personal life. Countless families and ministries have suffered irreparable harm due to
the Dragon. In fact, there is no gender, age group, or social
status that is beyond the reach of his destructive power. He
desires to destroy, and he does.
Incredibly, the Dragon, with his devastating influence,
is usually invited into a person’s life or home. As an invisible
enemy, his presence is usually unknown to the majority
of the members of the family. Often no one knows of his
presence in the home except one person—the one who
invited him in.
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Initially, the Dragon’s power is very limited, but his
power grows over time in the life of those who let him stay
around. He can be defeated, but even then, the wounds
inflicted in battles with him may remain with those who
fought him. Often, scars will be carried in minds and
memories for years to come.
Thankfully the Dragon’s power is not invincible. Indeed, his presence and power have been vanquished many
times and from many lives, marriages, and families. But
sadly, to the majority of his victims, the powerful truths
that will set them free from the Dragon’s power are either
unknown or left unpracticed.
This book is a guide for victory over the Dragon once
and for all. And for all those who will follow the timeless
truths of the Bible contained herein, it is the beginning of
the end of his destructive power.
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INTRODUCTION
Can a person live a pure life in an impure world? Are
pure thoughts and actions possible in the wicked day in
which we live? Is purity possible even after years of failure?
The answer is a resounding “Yes!” Walking in glorious
freedom over impurity is possible. Moreover, it is God’s
plan for every believer. If a person will devote himself to
the Biblical principles of purity found in this book, he can
see God do a great work in his life and begin to see victory
where it has not been before.
The subject matter of
this book is applicable to any
believer—male or female,
young or old—wanting to
understand what it takes to
live a God-dependent, pure
life in today’s world. There is

The goal of this
book is to increase
the ranks of the
victorious and
decrease the ranks
of the defeated.

nothing original in its pages. It is simply Bible truth dealing with core principles found in the life of a person who
is living in victory over besetting sin.
As a Pastor and counselor, I know of the damage
sexual sin can cause in a person’s life. I have counseled
with younger men and older men about this subject.
I know ladies who also have seen serious struggles in this
area. I have seen some men conquer the problem they once
had and I have seen men who have not conquered it. The
goal of this book is to increase the ranks of the victorious
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and decrease the ranks of the defeated. This book can be of
help to any person who is struggling. It can also be a guide
for a Pastor, parent or concerned friend who is helping
another person struggling in the sexual realm.

The Problem
The issue of sexual sin in our world is so vast; it is one
of the greatest problems of our day. Recent statistics reveal
a staggering problem facing our generation.
A 2014 survey by George Barna shows men who selfidentify as born-again Christians (not simply “Christian”)
have significant struggles with pornography (and even
with extra-marital affairs):
l

95% admit that they have viewed pornography
(whether image or video);

l

25% look at pornography [sexually explicit material]
at least once a week (14% at least once a day);

l

54% look at pornography at least once a month;

l

At work in the last 3 months, 44% viewed pornography;

l

31% have had a sexual encounter with another person
while married;

l

1 out of 4 men erase Internet browsing history to
conceal pornography use;

l

When asked, 18% said they personally feel they are
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addicted to pornography. Another 9% think they may
be addicted. (Percentages for this question were highest in the age bracket of 18-30 year olds.)
l

When surveyed about their preferred method of viewing sexually explicit material, 63% of born-again men
said the computer, followed distantly by television
(10%), magazines (8%), and a tablet (7%);

l

79% said they do not have a filter on their computer
or cell phone to block pornographic content; and

l

When asked a question about their primary source
of information about sex while growing up, 19% said
parents, 19% said porn itself, and another 34% said
their friends.1
This book will not answer all the questions a person

may have, nor solve all of his problems, but it will be a
huge step in the right direction. Only God can deliver a
person from a besetting sin. God, however, must first see
humility in one’s life before He can “lift” him up (James
4:10). [Note: Although this book can help both men and
women who struggle with sexual temptation, I will use the
male pronoun for simplicity’s sake.]
The subject matter of this book deals with one aspect
of what will need to be a serious and comprehensive
overhaul to a person’s way of thinking, responding, and
living. Those who think or hope they can vanquish lustful
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behavior by sheer will-power or with very little effort will
only continue to struggle. A wishful desire for sexual purity
in a world rampant with sexual temptation will only be
met by bitter disappointment.
There is only one way to defeat sexual temptation and
sin and that is in the power of the One who fought His
own battle against temptation and sin, and emerged from
the struggle with not one spot on his record. The complete
defeat of sexual sin is the hope of many looking to be more
of what God wants them to be. And the One who never
lost a battle can enable believers to win theirs also. Believers have tremendous promises of God’s help in the battle
against any and all sexual temptations:
The Lord knoweth how to deliver the godly out of
temptations… (2 Peter 2:9).
For in that he himself hath suffered being tempted,
he is able to succour [come to the aid of; help] them
that are tempted (Hebrews 2:18).
For those who think that victory over sexual sin is
impossible—it’s not. For those who think there is no
hope—there is. And for those desiring God to change their
life—He will.
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[T]he desire of the righteous shall be granted
(Proverbs 10:24).
Let’s begin, shall we?

2014 ProvenMen.org Pornography Addiction Survey
(conducted by Barna Group). The survey results are located at
www.provenmen.org/2014pornsurvey/pornography-use-andaddiction.
1
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1

Will Things Ever Change?
The reason why many are still troubled, still seeking,
still making little forward progress is because they
have not yet come to the end of themselves. We are
still giving some of the orders, and we are still interfering with God’s working within us. — A.W. Tozer1
Have you ever wondered how a pure life can be lived?
Have you ever wondered if and when the struggle with
impure thoughts or actions will end? Many individuals
who have struggled with unwanted desires in their life have
thought much about what it will take to finally be pure.
They may think thoughts such as: Can I change? What will
change me? What will bring about lasting victory? Will one
day things just change for me in this area? Will I wake up
one day and just not be tempted as much?
Individuals interested in serious godly change in their
lives keep hoping that one day things will indeed change,
but how that change will come about is unknown to them.
Will it be a Bible message they listen to, a conference they
attend, a new book they purchase, or a certain video series
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they hear about? Should they, perhaps, start working with
a counselor who can help them with this? Who should
they open up to?
The answer is that many of these activities may have
some value. But what really matters is the spiritual condition deep inside a person. Where is he in his spiritual
journey?
The reality is that there comes a point when a man
is ready for true change to come into his life, and there is
a time when he’s not ready. This is not to say that a person
cannot live in purity, for Christ is always sufficient for one’s
needs. But it means that true change does not come about
based solely on a person’s desperate wish one day after a
series of failures. And it means that true change does not
happen in a man’s life apart from a larger “context.” There
is no secret formula in the Christian life. Reading a new
book, attending a conference, even memorizing a few Bible
verses—none of these things will work as if by magic.
And yet there is wonderful victory to be had in Christ.
And a starting point for finding this victory is found in
the subject of this book. The subject we will delve into is
the Bible doctrine of “death to self.” As a result of “dying
to self,” God begins to bring a man into the reality of the
spiritual, life-changing resources of Jesus Christ.
Dying to self is critical to experiencing victorious living over sexual appetites and to living a life that is godly
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and pure in its thoughts and actions. A believer will not get
very far in his struggle against moral impurity if he does
not understand and experience this truth in his life.

An Early Definition
What does it mean to die to self? (We will take a brief
look at the definition now and then in more detail later.)
Dying to self can be defined as turning from one’s own self
and living his life as unto God. Death to self is when a man
“dies” to what he could possess, experience, and do here on
this earth. Only when this happens can God truly begin to
work out His own plan in the man’s life. Dying to self is
renouncing self and breaking with self-will, self-focus, and
self-pleasing at the deepest levels of a person’s being.
Sometimes this truth is referred to as “coming to the
end of yourself.” And it is truly this. It happens when a
man is fed up with himself and tired of saying “yes” to
his selfish desires and instead turns himself over to God’s
purposes for his life. It is only by experiencing “dying” that
Christ truly can have His way in a believer’s life.
Dying to self is not a once-for-all experience as we will
see (nor is this book exalting having some “experience”
as the key to a godly life). Nevertheless, many mature
believers can look back to a time when they were brought
to the end of themselves spiritually speaking. It is a time
of brokenness and confession and repentance due to sin.
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Every great man and woman of God had a day when they
came to the end of themselves.
For those often defeated by a strong sinful appetite
(a lust of the flesh or the lust of the eyes, etc.), it should be
noted that dying to self is not optional for one wanting to
live in victory. Indeed, it is a prerequisite for a person who
wants to live the life God intends for him to live, whether
the struggle is in the realm of sexual sin (pornography,
masturbation, same-sex attraction, etc.) or whether a person’s besetting sin is anger, pride, lying, or laziness.

A Look at the Bible
There are many passages that deal with the topic
of death to self in the Bible. The foundational passage is
found in John 12:24 where Christ says,
Verily, verily, I say unto you, Except a corn of wheat
fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone: but if
it die, it bringeth forth much fruit.
As we will see later, the Apostle Paul makes a stunning declaration when he says, “I die daily” (I Corinthians
15:31). These two passages indicate that this concept is
both a major turning point in a person’s life and a daily
choice.
So, why does a man need to die to himself? The
short answer, perhaps, is because God has big plans for
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His child. The point of the
death process is for life. God
has a life of fullness and joy
and usefulness in His service
that He desires a man to
have. He has a life in store
for the believer where Christ

God has a life of
fullness and joy
and usefulness in
His service that
He desires a man
to have.

shines through the life and brings great blessing to others.
But this type of life is rarely seen in Christianity because
“another” life is getting in the way—the self-willed, selfgratifying life of the believer who is living out life on his
own terms.
F.B. Meyer says,
Most of us are too strong for [God] to use; we are
too full of our own schemes, and plans, and ways
of doing things. He must empty us, and humble us,
and bring us down to the dust of death, … and then
He will raise us up, and make us as the rod of his
strength. The world talks of the survival of the fittest; but God gives power to the faint, and increases
might to them that have no strength; He perfects his
strength in weakness, and uses things that are not to
bring to naught things that are.2
In my experience in the ministry over the years, dying
to self is a critical issue for one who truly desires to see
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real change in his life. Up until this point a person may
desire to live in a righteous way, may feel deep regret or
remorse over the way he has been living, and may even
make commitments and decisions to the Lord about his
wrong behaviors. But until a person dies to himself, the
commitments and decisions will come up short. And the
reason is this: a person’s actions cannot truly change until
he is changed—changed deep inside. This deep change is
called death to self.
Let’s take a look now at how this plays out in real life.

A. W. Tozer, I Talk Back to the Devil: Essays in Spiritual Perfection
(Camp Hill: Christian Publications, 1990), p. 81.
1

F. B. Meyer, Joshua and the Land of Promise (Fort Washington:
Christian Literature Crusade, 1977), p. 19.
2
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Two Lives in Contrast
What does one’s life look like who has died to self—
who has stopped using this life for his own agenda and his
own purposes? And, conversely, what does a person’s life
look like who is still actively living for himself?
Below is a sketch of two fictional men whose lives
resemble a lot of Christians today. One man has died to
himself and one has not. Through the traits exhibited in
their individual lives, we should better understand the
necessity of dying to self.

Two Scenarios
Let’s meet Bob. Bob is a 32 year old believer. He was
not raised in a Christian home and was not saved until
his early 20’s. He did not initially live his life for Christ.
However, in his mid-20’s, he dedicated/surrendered his life
to the Lord after a series of events brought him to a place
of true humbling before the Lord. Bob has been living
diligently for Christ since that time and because he has
continued to make dying to himself a daily practice, we
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will see various godly traits that mark his life and make
him a pattern for others.
Our second fictional person we will refer to as Sam.
Sam is a 35 year old born-again believer. He has been in a
good, Bible preaching church for many years. He helps out
with things around the church as needed and occasionally
sings in a men’s group. His children attend the Christian
school and he is widely regarded as a nice guy. The problem with Sam is that he is still very much in control of his
own life. His life, then, represents believers who have not
died to themselves. Let’s contrast the two men.

Contrast # 1
Bob: Spiritually Focused
First of all, Bob is a man who lives a spiritually-focused
life. His life falls in line with the Bible’s instruction to have
his life “aimed” at something other than this world. Christ
plainly directs a person to “seek…first the kingdom of

When a person
dies to himself
and gives God the
rightful place in his
life, the priorities of
these other things
change.

God and his righteousness”
(Matthew 6:33). The Lord’s
clear instruction here means
that believers are to prioritize
God’s kingdom and His righteousness to “first” place in
their lives.
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In other words, a person’s priorities in life are to be
matters related to God—not building a business, pursuing a favorite hobby, building an addition on the home,
funding a retirement nest-egg, etc. When a person dies
to himself and gives God the rightful place in his life, the
priorities of these other things change. The man’s goals and
pursuits become kingdom-centered and God-focused.
The apostle Paul embodied a person with the right
focus. In one of the clearest expressions of his life’s goals,
he said,
But what things were gain to me, those I counted
loss for Christ. Yea doubtless, and I count all things
but loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ
Jesus my Lord: for whom I have suffered the loss of
all things, and do count them but dung, that I may
win Christ (Philippians 3:7-8).
Note two aspects of Paul’s focus: More experience in
the “knowledge of Christ” and a desire to “win Christ” (vs.
8). Notice also his statement about the “all things” of his
life: He counted them “but loss” for what he could have in
Christ. He was desirous to pursue that which was spiritual
even though it had already cost him, and would continue
to cost him, temporal gain.
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Sam: Self Focused
In contrast to Bob, Sam is looking largely in another
direction. One of the first traits that could be pointed out
about Sam is that he is a man with a self-focused life. In
other words, his pursuits and plans are not God-centered
or kingdom-centered, but rather self-centered. He is not
seeking first the kingdom of God as the Lord plainly tells
him to do (Matthew 6:33), but indeed, in some ways, is
trying to build his own little kingdom down here on earth.
Although Sam is a believer and desires to do right
in general, his daily choices are based upon what is best
suited for him, his career, his family, and his happiness.
This type of person is not unusual in Bible-believing
churches and is found even on the pages of Scripture.
When Paul wrote to the Philippian church from prison, he
pointed out two types of people.
Note what he says,
But I trust in the Lord Jesus to send Timotheus shortly
unto you, that I also may be of good comfort, when
I know your state. For I have no man likeminded,
who will naturally care for your state. For all seek
their own, not the things which are Jesus Christ’s
(Philippians 2:19-21).
Paul writes that Timothy was the only man who was
“like-minded” with him and would genuinely care for the
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spiritual needs of the Philippian believers. He then gives
the stunning reason for the lack of other spiritual helpers:
For all seek their own, not the things which are Jesus
Christ’s (vs. 21).
What we note from this verse is the principle that a
self-seeking, self-focused life is indeed possible for a believer
to live. Paul saw it in his day and it is seen much in our
day. But we also see from Paul’s words that believers can be
known as those who “seek their own things” in life rather
than the things of Christ.
It might be wise at this point for a man to consider
what is his own life focus and what he is “seeking” in life.
This is important because when the larger “context” of a
man’s life is about himself (which reveals he has not died
to self) there will always be a powerful struggle with sin in
his life.

Contrast # 2
Bob: Serving Eternal Realities
When one gets to know Bob, one trait that becomes
clear is that he is a man whose main objective is to serve
God, rather than material things. He is not a covetous person
nor is he focused on, or motivated by, money, physical possessions, etc.
In the Sermon on the Mount, Christ gives a principle
about a servant and two masters. He teaches that there are,
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indeed, two “masters.” However, in life, only one of them
can be served. Essentially, a man has a choice to make.
Christ says,
No man can serve two masters: for either he will
hate the one, and love the other; or else he will hold
to the one, and despise the other. Ye cannot serve
God and mammon [i.e. material things] (Matthew
6:24).
The Lord observes here that a man has a decision to
make: Whether he will serve God over material possessions, money, etc., or whether he will exalt material things
over God. The reality is that a man will do one or the other.
It’s impossible to serve both God and mammon.
As we saw earlier, Bob made a choice to serve Christ
in his 20’s, and has been living for Him since that time.
This choice of serving the right master helps him out every
day of his life; it keeps him above the pull of this world and
temptation. Bob’s loyalty belongs to one person—the Lord
Jesus. Therefore, money, possessions, and material things
do not have a hold on his life.

Sam: Serving Temporal Realities
It goes without saying, if we take the Lord’s words
literally, that there is a type of person who serves material
things (mammon). Sam is such a person. He has a strong
impulse toward things he can acquire in life, a desire that
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is served by his self-focused view of life.
The fact that he has not dealt with the self-life has
predictable results in his day-to-day living. It’s as if he
“can’t seem to help himself” at times as he is drawn towards
and pursues after that which this world has to offer. The
world has a hold on him that he may not even consciously
understand. In a general and vague way, he may desire to
do the Lord’s will, but that desire is swallowed up in an
even stronger motivation to pursue things in this world.
The biggest problem caused by Sam’s temporal,
material pursuits is that it erodes the spiritual heartbeat
and effectiveness that God desires for him to have. Christ
warns against this when He says:
Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where
moth and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves break
through and steal: But lay up for yourselves treasures
in heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt,
and where thieves do not break through nor steal:
For where your treasure is, there will your heart
be also (Matthew 6:19-21).
Christ also says:
And the cares of this world, and the deceitfulness
of riches, and the lusts of other things entering in,
choke the word, and it becometh unfruitful (Mark
4:19).
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Simply said, Sam’s “service” of that which is temporal
and material in this world is in opposition to Christ’s explicit warning. The result? His heart is “earth-bound,” and
the effectiveness of God’s Word is “choked” out of his life.
No wonder the Dragon of sexual sin keeps winning.

Contrast # 3
Bob: Controlled by the Spirit
As we take a final look at Bob’s life, we see that he is a
man who endeavors to live under the control of the Holy Spirit.
He regularly yields to the control of the Spirit’s desires in
his life. He is far from perfect, but he does not desire to “do
his own thing” and fulfill his own desires. Rather, when
sexually tempted, he holds back from giving in to his own
will, looks away to Christ for help (Hebrews 12:1-2), and
claims God’s divine power to do the right thing.
The book of Hebrews says:
Wherefore seeing we also are compassed about with
so great a cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside every
weight, and the sin which doth so easily beset
us, and let us run with patience the race that is
set before us, Looking unto Jesus the author and
finisher of our faith; who for the joy that was set
before him endured the cross, despising the shame,
and is set down at the right hand of the throne of
God (Hebrews 12:1-2).
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A person who “looks away to Jesus” in temptation is
a person who will experience the Spirit’s control over his
sexual desires.
The apostle Paul writes,
This I say then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall
not fulfil the lust of the flesh. For the flesh lusteth
against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh:
and these are contrary the one to the other: so that
ye cannot do the things that ye would (Galatians
5:16-17).
Living under the control of the Spirit has many
glorious benefits. One of the most precious benefits is a life that is free from constant failure in
temptation. A life that depends on the Spirit moment
by moment will always have the ability to resist “the lust
of the flesh” (vs. 16).
It is clear from the Galatians passage just quoted that,
biblically, there is no neutral ground for a believer to hold.
A person will either “walk in the Spirit” or he will “fulfill
the lust of the flesh.” Walking in the Spirit (looking to/
depending on Christ to enable the next right action) is the
biblical way to daily defeat the lusts of the flesh. Bob has
found that purity in life is simply a matter of choosing to
depend on Christ and submit to the Spirit’s control, rather
than giving in to sensual desires that yearn to be fulfilled.
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Sam: Controlled by the Flesh
Once again, Sam—fully alive to himself—is living his
life in a sad state. Along with a self-focused life and his
pursuit of material things, Sam is a man who is regularly
controlled by the flesh and its desires.
The situation really couldn’t be otherwise. He is not
daily “walking in the Spirit.” Therefore, by default, “fulfilling the lust of the flesh” will be his regular experience
(Galatians 5:16). Sadly, Sam may feel trapped in his sexual
sin and regularly assaulted by the lustful opportunities that
seem to be all around him. The situation is unfortunate,
but truly doesn’t need to be this way. However, until he
comes to the end of himself and has been brought to a
place where he is desperate for God, “self” will remain
on the throne. With self on the throne, fleshly desires will
reign in his life.
Thankfully, for all of the problems inherent in the
self-life, Christ has sufficient answers that will be found in
a sweet, close, and satisfying relationship with Him.
In the next chapter we will venture into Bible truth
that will set a man free from himself.
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Please visit www.purityplan.org for helpful
resources written by David R. Brady, including the
Renew Your Mind Bible Reading Plan, Change Your
Thinking Scripture Memory Plan, and
Connect With the Word Daily Devotional Journal.

(—Resources continued on next page)
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Resources, continued

Sexual Purity Course – Journey to Victory
We have developed a biblical, online (or offline) course which
addresses 12 key ingredients for a life of sexual purity.
Included with the plan are action steps, as well as optional, personal
coaching to develop and maintain lasting victory. This personalized
approach has greatly helped men struggling with purity.
This complete program,
Journey to Victory, develops
themes such as root issues
of sexual sin, repentance,
boundaries, dealing with
emotional triggers and
victory in Christ.
Pastors could also use this material as a Discipleship curriculum with
which to counsel struggling church members.
The Plan Includes:
• 15 Digital Teaching Sessions (Mp4 and Mp3 formats)
• PDF Worksheets and Study Guides
• Additional Reading Material & Resources,
including the Book, Slay the Dragon
• The Opportunity for a Weekly, Confidential,
Mentoring Session to Help in the Journey
Please visit www.purityplan.org to learn more.
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